25 years of media tools & trends

Fact-checking for the web
Arab Citizen Media

2010
Arabic domain names
introduced in Egypt 8

2014

2006
1999
1990’s
Arab satellite
channels
number in the
twenties or
thirties 1

1990’s
Internet
developed,
most
household
connections
via dialup

1991
Tunisia is the first Arab country
to have access to the Internet,
followed by Kuwait, then
Egypt and the UAE in 1993 2

1993
Mosaic web
browser
launched

Blogs emerged in the Gulf
region especially with
Bahrain Online which
started in 1999 with debates
on domestic politics and
discrimination against the
Shia communities 3

Approx. 40.000
blogs exist in the
Arabic
blogosphere and
the number is still
growing thanks
to the improved
Arabic language
writing
technology 5

2003
Where is Raed?
A blog by the Iraqi Salam
Pax launched with the US
invasion of Iraq. Pax became
one of the most famous
bloggers in the world 4

2008

2010

“April 6”
Facebook page
was created
calling for a
general strike to
support hundreds
of workers in
Egypt 6

End
2008/
2009
First Arab
bloggers
meeting,
Beirut 7

Tunisian
revolution
considered by
some to have
sparked other
social uprisings
around the
Arab region

2011

1998

1999

2002

2005

2006

2011

Google
Search
Engine
launched

Web 2.0 changed a lot
the way users generated
content. "The term was
popularized by Tim
O'Reilly and Dale
Dougherty at the
O'Reilly MediaWeb 2.0
Conference in late 2004,
though it was first
coined by Darcy DiNucci
in 1999" (Wiki)

58.5% of the U.S.
population (164.14
million people) using
the Internet.
Worldwide: 544.2
million users 11

YouTube
Launched

Twitter
launches, and
Facebook
allows users
outside
academia,
following
2004 launch

Microsoft
buys Skype
for $8.5
billion

1999
The term Wi-Fi
emerges and
users begin
connecting to
the Internet
without wires

2000
Dot Com
bubble
bursts

2003
Wordpress
open source
CMS released

2007
1st
generation
iPhone
released

2008
HTML5
First public
draft
released

2010
Mobile
streaming tools
easily accessible
on the web

2012

Egyptian
revolution, social
media considered
“spark and
accelarant for the
movement” 10

2011

Mobile phone
connections at
391 million,
from only 29
million in 2002 9

2012
Facebook
reached
1 billion
monthly
active users
worldwide

Google +
Launched

758 Arab
corporations
broadcasting
satellite channels,
including 29
publicly owned
=>1294 television
channels
(165 public and
1129 private
channels) 1

7. ab14.globalvoicesonline.org

2. www.tech-wd.com

8. www.prb.org

3. bahrainonline.org

9. www.gsma.com

4. dear_raed.blogspot.ae

10. www.wired.com

2014

Twitter has
500 million
registered
users
worldwide

Facebook buys
Whatsapp

2013
YouTube launches paid
channels & Instagram
produces sponsored
post adverts

5. www.academia.edu/2370755

11. www.infoplease.com

6. www.facebook.com/pages/
April-6-Youth-Movement

Website:
Email:
Twitter:

Smartphone
penetration
forecast to
exceed 20% in
most Arab
countries by
2016, with
rates as high as
70% in Saudi
Arabia 9

2013
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